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Abstract

Peer-to-peer networks (P2P) are beginning to form the
infrastructure of future applications. One of the problems
with unstructured P2P networks is their scalability limi-
tation. This is also the problem in structured P2P net-
works that use broadcasting to find objects. These networks
can’t contain a large number of nodes because of the large
amount of traffic that they have to handle. Local indexing
is a method to reduce this traffic. But local indexes tend to
become large with the growth of the network. Also limiting
the size of these indexes causes loss of indexing information.
In this paper we introduce a novel ontology based local in-
dex which limits the size of the local indexes without losing
indexing information. We show that the method can be em-
ployed by many P2P networks. We also, as an example,
apply this local index on HyperCup overlay network, and
show that it reduces the network traffic significantly.

1 Introduction

Peer-to-peer networks (P2P) are growing rapidly and un-
like current applications like Gnutella [1] and Morpheus [2]
that are an infrastructure for file sharing, are developing
into an infrastructure for different applications [6], [26],[7] ,
[23], [24]. With the Advent of semantic web [3] and seman-
tic web services [12], many researchers and industry devel-
opers use these protocols in P2P networks. P2P networks
are characterized by self organization, symmetric commu-
nication and distributed control [17]. This self organizing
network automatically rearranges itself to joining and leav-
ing nodes. By symmetric communication it is meant that
all nodes are both servers and clients. Distributed control
means that they don’t have a centralized server or servers
[18]. Routing is one of the important problems in P2P
networks and divides these networks into two categories:
structured and unstructured [13]. Messages in unstructured
networks are flooded throughout the entire network but in
structured networks the messages are routed so that they

pass only a certain number of hops. The earlier versions
of Gnutella [1] were unstructured and Chord [21], CAN
[15], SkipNet [11], Coral [8], TOPLUS [10] and HyperCup
[19] are examples of structured P2P networks. In unstruc-
tured P2P networks and some structured P2P networks like
HyperCup [19] which use broadcasting to search, a large
volume of traffic is created during the search process.

Local indexing methods were introduced to help the
message routing process and help reduce unnecessary traf-
fic caused by broadcasting algorithms [22], [5]. But local
indexes tend to become large with the growth of the net-
work because these indexes grow with respect to the objects
present in the network. So as more objects are added to the
network these indexes grow in size. Also by limiting the
size of these indexes our search scope is altered in a way that
some object can not be reached anymore by these indexes.
In this paper we will introduce an ontology based indexing
algorithm which solves the mentioned problems by using
a shared ontology as a reference for building indexes. We
also apply it on HyperCup to enhance it in terms of overlay
network traffic. In [20] a method for ontology based routing
is offered that changes the structure of the original Hyper-
Cup based on semantic services that the nodes provide. We
will compare it with a version of HyperCup which uses our
ontology based local indexing method.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: in section
2 we overview some related works. Section 3 includes our
proposed ontology based local index (OLI), its data struc-
ture and routing algorithm. In section 4 we overview Hyper-
Cup P2P network. In section 5 as an example, we discuss
the implementation of OLI on HyperCup and show exper-
imental results. And finally in section 6 we conclude our
study.

2 Related work

Using semantic information is a trend in recent papers.
In this section we will review some related works.

In a work done by Schlosser et al. [20], they changed
HyperCup [19] structure by semantic relation between par-



ticipant nodes. They changed the node joining algorithm,
so that nodes that have similar services are placed together
in concept clusters. In this paper, the nodes that are grouped
together in one concept cluster are close in meaning of con-
tents that they provide but not in the physical underlying
topology location1, this causes problems, real world nodes
that are linked together may have a long distance between
them in terms of latency and physical traffic [16].

In [25], a semantic-based peer similarity measurement
for efficient query routing is used. they build up a global
dictionary by using WordNet. They update the dictionary
using flooding approach. Also, they used some heuristic
rules to detect semantic similarity of nodes in the network
and a peer answers queries with the help of semantically
relevant peers. The topology awareness problem is also a
concern in this network.

In [14], we present a Semantic Addressable Network
(SAN) which is a combination of both structured and un-
structured networks. We focus on CAN [15] and HyperCup
[19]. We chose HyperCup because of its efficient query
broadcasting and guarantee of non-redundant broadcasts.
We group nodes in communities based on their main do-
main ontology concept. SAN helps solve the following
problems: semantic awareness, unnecessary traffic caused
by common broadcast methods, and the lost indexing prob-
lem in CAN.

3 Ontology based local index

In this section we propose our ontology based local in-
dex (OLI). OLI contains a distributed data structure and a
routing algorithm which will be described in the following
subsections.

3.1 OLI data structure

The data structure by using a limited amount of memory
should be able to give each node the information it needs
to answer the question ”Should I forward the received mes-
sage on this link?”. Suppose that node u receives message
msg from link j that contains the concept c and has to de-
cide whether to forward it over link i. Our data structure is a
distributed data structure that creates a k-row index (k is de-
fined as a fixed constant natural number over the entire net-
work2) for every link i in each node. This index shows that
for node u what semantic contents can be reached through
link i. When u receives a message over link j, if the in-
formation in the index shows that probably the semantic
content c can be reached through link i, the message is for-
warded over link i otherwise the message is not forwarded
at all. In the rest of this subsection we will describe OLI:

1In this case we say that the overlay is not topology aware.
2k is optimized according to the network specification and limitations.
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Figure 1. Part of the domain ontology.

Definition 3.1 Ont(v) is a k-row index which each row
represents an ontological concept known by the entire net-
work and node v provides contents that can be described by
the former concept.

The contents must be represented by just k concepts, so if
node v provides more than k semantic contents, it must be
summarized to only k concepts that best represent the pre-
vious contents.

For example if k = 2 and node v provides contents with
concepts ”paper”, ”MS thesis” and ”PhD thesis” and the hi-
erarchical structure of the ontology is as shown in figure 1.
The table will consist of two rows by the concepts of ”pa-
per” and ”thesis” that ”thesis” best represents ”MS thesis”
and ”PhD thesis”.

In the rest of this paper we assume that COntology is
the object that gives nodes the shared ontology services 3.

Definition 3.2 Tu(i) is a k-row table of the concepts of
COntology that shows through link i what semantic con-
tents can be accessed by node u. If u by link i is connected
to node v then

Tu(i) = COntology.aggOnt(Ont(v), Tv(1), . . . , Tv(p)).

Where 1, . . . , p is the subset of outgoing links connected
to node v for which if our algorithm was not applied would
have been used to forward the message coming from link
i. Method aggOnt() on object COntology, gets m k-row
indexes from the input and gives a k-row index of the on-
tology as output which these k concepts describes all of the
concepts presented by the input indexes in the most precise
manner possible. In fact this is done by finding the least
common subsumers of the inputs. The least common sub-
sumer (lcs) of a set of concepts is the minimal concept that
subsumes all of them. The minimality condition implies
there is no other concept that subsumes all the concepts in
the set and is less general than lcs [4].

3We assume that there is a shared ontology that is accessible by all
nodes and COntology is the interface to the shared ontology.



For example suppose that part of the ontology is as fig-
ure 1 and each table has 2 rows (k = 2). Then if t1 =
{Truck, V an} and t2 = {Passenger vehicle, Paper}
and t3 = COntology.aggOnt(t1, t2) then we have t3 =
{Paper, Motor vehicle}. In other words aggOnt() gets
input concepts and gives the k concepts that best describes
the inputs.

3.2 The routing algorithm

When node u is sending or receiving the message
msg that should be forwarded over link i, it first calls
Contology.isIn(msg, Tu(i)), if the answer is positive the
message is forwarded over link i, otherwise the message is
not forwarded at all. The following pseudo code shows the
routing algorithm when node u has received message msg
over link j.

u.OnReceive(msg , j){
for(i = 1 ; i <= n; ++i){

if (msg should be forwarded
according to base algorithm){

if (COntology.
isIn(msg , T_u(i))){

send(i , msg);
}

}
}

}

The method isIn shows that if the concept contained
in msg matches one of the concepts in the local ontology
based index of connection i 4.

4 HyperCup

HyperCup is a symmetric overlay based on hypercube. It
consists of a structure, a broadcast algorithm and a manage-
ment algorithm for joining and departing nodes. HyperCup
by limiting the number of links between nodes presented a
broadcast algorithm that with the least number of messages
sent guarantees all nodes will receive the message in at most
log2n steps.

In the HyperCup overlay, every node should be able
to be a root of a spanning tree of the graph. The nodes
can be organized in a n-dimensional hypercube. There are
N = blmax+1 nodes in a complete hypercube graph that
lmax is the dimension of the graph. Edges in the graph
are labelled: Node Y is dubbed i-neighbor of node X
(Y = iN(X)) iff node Y is X’s neighbor in dimension i.
Node Y is also referred to X’s neighbor on neighbor level
i. Edges in the graph are undirected. A node can have ex-
tended neighbors Y = N(X) = {x0, x1, . . .}(X), where
N is termed neighbor link set, and it denotes the sequence

4If the message carries concept c then we say that c matches concept r
if c equals r or one of the sub-concepts of r.

of i-neighbors one would have to follow in the complete hy-
percube graph to reach node Y from node X and vice versa
(since the i-neighbors are unique). It should be noted that
when the hypercube is not complete, for example we have
5 nodes, the hypercube constructing algorithm adds some
virtual nodes and creates a complete hypercube. So in the
search algorithm we always suppose that the hypercube is
complete [19].

HyperCup guarantees that the set of nodes traversed
strictly increases during a forwarding process, i.e. nodes
receive a message exactly once. It guarantees that exactly
N − 1 messages are required to reach all nodes in the over-
lay. Furthermore, the last nodes are reached after logN

2 for-
warding steps. The algorithm works as follows: A node
invoking a broadcast sends the broadcast message to all its
neighbors, tagging it with the edge label on which the mes-
sage was sent. Nodes receiving the message restrict the for-
warding of the message to those links tagged with higher
edge labels [19].

5 Implementation on HyperCup

In this section we discuss the implementation of OLI
on HyperCup. Suppose that our HyperCup has lmax +
1 dimensions, so the links are labelled 0, . . . , lmax. In
this version of HyperCup if u by link i is connected to
node v then Tu(i) = COntology.aggOnt(Ont(v), Tv(i +
1), . . . , Tv(lmax)).

When node u is sending or receiving the mes-
sage msg that should be forwarded according to the
HyperCup routing algorithm over link i, first it calls
Contology.isIn(msg, Tu(i)), if the answer is positive the
message is forwarded over link i (supposed that the mes-
sage is created by u or has been received over link j < i,
and according to the HyperCup routing algorithm has to be
forwarded) otherwise the message is not forwarded. The
following pseudo code shows the routing algorithm when
node u has received message msg over link j.

u.OnReceive(msg , j){
for(i = j + 1 ; i <= l_max; ++i){

if (COntology.isIn(msg , T_u(i))){
send(i , msg);

}
}

}

u uses the method isIn for only those links that are la-
belled greater that j. This is because in the HyperCup al-
gorithm when a node receives a message over link j it can
only forward it over links with labels greater that j.

5.1 Join and departure of nodes in the network

The important problem that has to be considered is that
the information in some indexes may not be valid when a
node joins or departs the network or when a node provides



a new content or discontinues an old content. So when
one of the following occurs the indexes have to be updated:
(1) a node joins the network (2) a node leaves the network
(3) adding or stopping or changing semantic descriptions of
contents of a node.

We define a special message updatemsg which its
broadcast throughout the network is not the same as reg-
ular messages. When node v receives message updatemsg
over link i the routing algorithm for this special message
is as follows: First, method v.updatemsg() is called and
then in contrast to the method in HyperCup the message
updatemsg is forwarded over all links j that j < i. The
composer node of the message updatemsg forwards this
message over all of its links like regular messages. The
method v.update() is as follows.

v.update(i) {
T_v(i) = COntology.aggOnt(Ont(u),

T_u(i + 1),...,
T_u(l_max)
);

}

The following pseudo code is used when node v has re-
ceived message updatemsg over link i.

v.OnReceiveUpdateMsg(i) {
v.update(i);
for( j = 0; j < i; ++j){

send(j, updateMsg);
}

}

When node u joins the network, first for every connec-
tion i that is established with other nodes the index Tu(i)
is built and then forwards message updatemsg over all the
links connected to it.

When a neighbor of node u with link i to u leaves the
network, node u sends the message updatemsg over all of
its links that have labels less than i.

Finally when a node u changes its content (adding or
stopping or changing contents semantic descriptions), after
updating Ont(u), transmits the message updatemsg over
all its links.

5.2 Experimental results

In this subsection we discuss experimental results of im-
plementing the algorithm on HyperCup network. We ex-
tended PlanetSim simulator [9] to do experiment.

Table 1 represents the simulation parameters. We fix size
of the overlay network and examine other parameters. Fig-
ures 2 and 3 show the effect of changing the size of on-
tology table of each link (k = Ti(u)) on traffic improve-
ment. As figure 2 shows, even small size ontology tables
(i.e. 3) can reduce overall traffic (search traffic, OLI over-
head and churn overhead) and search traffic by about 30
percent, which is a great improvement.

Name Meaning

SQ Percent of nodes including the searched concept

K Size of ontology table over each link

N Average number of concepts that each node contains

TN Size of ontology table of each node

P Average queries per join,leave or changing concepts of a node

Q Average number of concepts each search query includes

Q OR Percent of search queries with or between parameters

Q AND Percent of search queries with and between parameters

S Network size

Table 1. Simulation parameters.

On the other side, if we choose the size of tables very
large (i.e. 28 and more) we just gain an improvement about
50 percent. Therefore in practical cases we should choose
small size ontology tables (for sake of saving nodes memo-
ries) and gain a significant improvement in overall traffic as
well as search traffic.

OLI also reduces unnecessary messages, messages that
are created without leading to an answer node, significantly
(figure 3). It means that OLI effectively prune branches of
the search trees which not contain a proper answer.
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Figure 2. Effect of size of ontology table over
each link on traffic improvement.
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Figure 3. Effect of size of ontology table over
each link on reduction of unnecessary mes-
sages.



Figures 4 and 5 show that OLI is very effective when
we search a concept that a few percent of nodes, host it.
If in average, each concept is hosted by about 3 percent of
the network nodes, then OLI improves the overall traffic
and search traffic about 50 percent (when s = 512, n = 6,
k = 12 and p = 5) (see figure 4). So in real world we expect
a significant improvement by OLI. Also figure 5 shows that
the algorithm overhead gradually decreases in comparison
with overall traffic when nodes contains popular concepts.
Therefore OLI is effective both when the network contains
popular concepts or sparse ones.
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Figure 4. Effect of percent of nodes including
the searched concept on traffic improvement.
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Figure 5. Effect of percent of nodes including
the searched concept on reduction of unnec-
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Figure 6 shows relation of Average queries per churn rate
(or rate of changing concepts of nodes) with improvement
of overall traffic of network as well as search queries traffic.
It can be seen that OLI is more effective when the network
is stable and churn rate is low. When the network is stable
OLI can improve the overall traffic as well as search traffic
by more than 60 percent.

Figure 7 shows relation of OLI effectiveness with size
of ontology table of each node. As we mentioned before,
each node maintains a table per link as well as a table for
the node itself. As it can be seen, if we choose the table
large enough, then effectiveness of OLI will be increased.
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Figure 6. Effect of average queries per
join,leave or changing concepts of a node on
traffic improvement.

It suggests us that in practice, each node should allocate
good enough memory to the ontology table.
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Figure 7. Effect of size of ontology table of
each node on traffic improvement.

A user can send a query that contains some concepts with
OR/AND operators between concepts. Figure 8 shows that
OLI is more effective when number of queries contain AND
operators is more than queries contain OR operators. This
phenomena is expected because when the query contains
AND operators, OLI only allows the query proceed over
links that their ontology table address all concepts.
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and operators on efficiency of OLI.

As experimental results shows, OLI effectively reduces
traffic cost of HyperCup P2P network and for better per-



formance, it should be configured. Based on experimental
results we expect that in real world this technique can cause
P2P networks more scalable, because traffic overhead of
P2P networks is the main bottleneck of scalability of these
networks.

6 Conclusion and future work

In this paper we introduced an ontology based indexing
method (OLI) which, in addition to having the advantages
of traditional indexing methods, doesn’t have their disad-
vantages. We showed that OLI is a general method that can
be implemented on many P2P networks and can be a base
for future developments in this area. And as an example we
simulated OLI on HyperCup P2P network and showed that
it significantly improves the network traffic (in some con-
figurations, it reduces the network traffic by more than 60
percent). As future work we intend to implement OLI on
some other structured and unstructured P2P networks and
measure its influence on their performance.
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